IMPORTANT NOTICE

Note regarding Holley GM LSx with front mounted camshaft sensors:

The main harness that goes into 550-603 (HP ECU & Harness 58x) and 558-103 (58x Main Harness) has had a revision. Harnesses produced prior to March 1, 2012, are labeled with part number “271R962A”. The cam sensor harness is designed to plug directly into the OEM sub harness, location “B” below. Harnesses produced after March 1, 2012 are labeled with part number “271R962-1A”, and are designed to plug directly into the cam position sensor, location “A” below.

The harness in this kit is the 271R962-1A harness. The cam position sensor should be plugged directly into the sensor itself.

NOTE: The 271R962-1A also has a tachometer signal wire in the harness to drive a tachometer. This is the blue/white loose wire connected to the trigger of standard aftermarket tachometers.
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